Put User Experience First with an AI-Driven Network

It’s no secret that a traditional connectivity-focused network design makes it more challenging to deliver optimal experiences to users—whether remote, in the office, or in the field. Siloed IT operations with different tools and teams for networking, security, and development add to cost and complexity.

Workforce Agility
- Home Worker Good Experience
- Home Worker Proactive Fixes
- IT Support
- Office
- Productivity
- IT Experience Zone

Agency Agility
- Session Smart Routing
- Multicloud SD-WAN
- Zero-Trust Security
- Office
- Office
- Enterprise Experience Zone

Elements to Fuel Workforce Agility
- Artificial Intelligence
- Machine Learning
- Real-Time Location Services
- Data
- AI Primitives Event Timeline
- Data Science Toolbox
- Marvis Virtual Assistant
- Modern Cloud Microservices

The Self-Driving Network™

Register Now!

Explore the Possibilities of Juniper AI-Driven Networking
Attend a live Wired and Wireless Wednesday or Transformation Thursday webinar and experience the power of AIOps. Register.